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We show that the moment generating function
of a Markov modulated rate process (MMRP)
is related to the moment generating function of
a Markov modulated Poisson process (MMPP)
through a logarithmic transformation of the ar
gument. Some implications, extensions and limi
tations of this relationship are presented.
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1. Introduction

1

Markov modulated Poisson processes (MMPP) is a class of doubly stochastic point pro
cesses that is tractable and flexible enough to model fairly complex stochastic systems.
Markov modulated Poisson processes have been widely used to model different aspects
of communication systems [3, 6].

Markov modulated rate processes (MMRP) were analyzed by Anick et al., [1]. Their
analysis was based on solving a matrix eigenvalue problem which grows in complexity
with the state space. In order to circumvent this problem, Stern and Elwalid [13]
considered the case where the modulator is time reversible. Markov modulated rate
processes have been used also to model video sources [9, 12].

In [6], Heffes and Lucantoni estimated the parameters of a Markov modulated Poisson
process that models the traffic generated by the superposition of voice sources by mo
ment matching. As far as we know, the problem of parameter estimation for Markov
modulated rate processes has not been addressed in the literature.

In this paper we show that the moment generating function of a Markov modulated
rate process is obtained from the moment generating function of a Markov modulated
Poisson process by a logarithmic transformation of the argument. The implication of
this relationship is that results obtained for Markov modulated Poisson processes have
a counterpart in Markov modulated rate processes. Examples of this fact appear in
the algorithm presented by Ye and Li in [14] for the analysis of queues arising in multi
media environments which is valid both for MMPP and MMRP models and in the work
of Elwalid, Mitra and Stern on this topic, [5,4].

We also generalize the relationship between the moment generating functions of counts
to second order moment generating functions and extend the moment matching tech
nique developed in [6] for Markov modulated rate processes. Finally, we show that
despite the simple relationship between these two classes of processes, it is not possible
to obtain the first order statistics of the buffer contents of a MMRP/D/1/oo queue with
any queue of the MMPP/GI/1/oo family.

2. Notation

A realization of a simple point process can be described by an increasing sequence of
positive random variables (Tn)nEN' where Tn corresponds to the time of the n-th event
or point of the process, see [2] for details. To each point process one can associate the
counting process,

s, = L 1(0 < t; :::; t),
nEl

which counts the number of events in the time interval ]0, t].
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In this paper we will consider point processes modulated by a positive recurrent Markov
chain Xt in equilibrium with state space {1, ... , M}. The equilibrium probability of Xt

is denoted by 1r = (7rih9~M and its intensity matrix by Q = (%h9Ij~M' We let,

qi = -qii = L%'
ji:i

We will assume that point processes generate events at rates 1'(1), ... ,1'(M) with, 1'(1) <
... < r(M). In a communications context, these events will usually correspond to
packets, bytes or bits.

In a Markov modulated rate process (MMRP), events are generated deterministically
at a rate of 1'(i) events per second when X, = i, i.e., the event rate at time tis 7·(Xt ) .

In a Markov modulated Poisson process (MMPP), events are generated according to a
Poisson process of rate of 7'(i) events per second when X t = i, i.e., the ~;-stochastic

intensity of the Markov modulated Poisson process is equal to 7'(Xd, [2].

In the sequel, e will denote the all-ones column vector of the appropriate dimension.

3. The Moment Generating Function of the Counting Pro
cess

Consider a Markov modulated rate process with intensity matrix modulator Q and
rates r'(m), 1 :::; m :::; M. Denote by N, the number of events in the time interval [o, tJ
and let a :::; t :::; t'. The analysis of Markov modulated rate processes is based on a fluid
flow model [1, 13J which approximates the number of events during the time interval
Jt, t'], by the continuous random variable, It r'(Xs)ds, i.e.,

(3.1)

(3.2)

Using the approximation of equation (3.1), we derive the moment generating function
of Nt. If we take in lemma A.l, v(j) = -log(z)r'(j), a< z :::; 1,

zNI = exp{-1t

v(Xs)ds},

and hence,
<I>MMRP(Z,t) = E[zNIJ = 1rexp{(Q+log(z)R)t}e,

where R = diag lrt l ), ... ,r(M)}.

(3.3)

Consider now a Markov modulated Poisson process with a modulator with intensity
matrix Q and Poisson rates r'(m), 1 :::; 17i :::; M. The moment generating function of
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counts <PMMPP(·) of a Markov modulated Poisson process is given in [6], equation A.1,

<PMMPP(Z, t) = lrexp{ (Q + (z - l)R)t }e.

Therefore, combining equations (3.3) and (3.4),

4. Second Order Moment Generating Functions

(3.4)

(3.5)

Let t l , t2 > 0 and t ~ O. In [10] it is shown that the second order generating function
of a Markov modulated Poisson process is given by,

Ai. ( t t t) E [ »« N t+ t l +t2 -Nt+tl]'*'MMPP Zl, Z2; 1, 2; = Zl Z2

= lrexp{ (Q + (Zl - l)R)t l } exp{ Qt} exp{ (Q + (Z2 - 1)R)t2 }e.

(4.1)

The approach in [10] to prove equation (4.1) can also be applied to Markov modulated
rate processes by using equation (3.1), lemma A.1 and conditioning at times t l and
t +u. We obtain,

= 11'exp{ (Q + log(zt}R)t l } exp{ Qt} exp{ (Q + log(z2)R)t2}e.

Thus, we have,

Differentiating with respect to Zl and Z2, letting Zl = Z2 = 1, and using equation (36)
in [10], we obtain the covariance function of a Markov modulated rate process,

COVMMRP(tl, t 2 ; t) = E [Nt l (Nt +t l +t2 - Nt+t l ) ]

= 11'R(I - exp{ Qtd) exp{ Qt} (I - exp{ Qt2 } ) (Telr _ Q) -2 Re,

(4.3)

where T 2: rnax.] -qd.

Equation (4.3) does not state that a Markov modulated Poisson process and a Markov
modulated rate process have the same covariance function. As the next section shows,
in general, a Markov modulated Poisson process and a Markov modulated rate process
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with the same parameter values model different processes.

5. Parameter Estimation by Moment Matching

A moment matching methodology was presented in [6] to profile a packet stream mod
eled according to a two dimensional Markov modulated Poisson process.

The simple relationship derived in equation (3.5) allows us to use the methodology in
[6] to estimate the parameters of Markov modulated rate processes. The moments to
match are, the packet rate M(t) = E[Nt ], the index of dispersion of counts,

and the third moment of the packet count in ]0, t],

U(t) = E [ (Nt - M (t )) 3] .

In the sequel, cI>'(I, t), cI>"(I, t) and cI>/I/(I, t) will denote the first three derivatives eval
uated at z = I of the moment generating function cI>(z, t) of packet counts up to time
t.

We have,

1Vl(t)

V(t)

U(t)

cI>'(I, t), (5.1)
, cI>"(I, t)

I-cI>(I,t)+,( )' (5.2)
cI> I,t

cI>/I/(I, t) - 3M(t) (M(t) - I) V(t) - M(t)(M(t) - I) (M(t) - 2). (5.3)

In the sequel, quantities referring to Markov modulated Poisson processes (respt. Markov
modulated rate processes) will have the subscript MMPP (respt. MMRP). Taking
derivatives in equation (3.5),

if,.' () _ cI>fvtMPp(I + log(z), t)
'*'MMRP z, t - ,

Z

if,.11 ( ) _ cI>K:tMPP (1 + log( z ), t) - cI>fvtMPP (I + log( z ), t)
'*'MMRpz,t- 2 ,

z
if,./II ( ) _ cI>~MPp(I + log(z), t) - 3cI>~IMPP(I + log(z), t) + 2cI>fvtMPP(I + log(z), t)
'*'MMRpz,t- 3 .

z

and letting z = 1,

cI>fvrMRP (I, t) cI>fvrMPP (I, t), (5.4)
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cP~MRP(l, t)
cP~MRP(l, t)

cP~MPp(l, t) - cP~MPP(1, t),
cP~MPp(l, t) - 3cP~MPp(1, t) +2cP~MPp(1, t).

(5.5)

(5.6)

Therefore, combining equations (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) with equations (5.4), (5.5) and
(5.6),

MMMRP(t)

VMMRP(t)

UMMRP(t)

MMMPP(t),

VMMPP(t) - 1,

UMMPP(t) +2MMMPP(t)(1- ~VMMPP(t)).

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

Equations (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9) allow the extension of the moment matching method
ology in [6] to Markov modulated rate processes.

6. Queueing Behavior

The similarity between a Markov modulated rate process and a Markov modulated
Poisson process leads us to consider how similar are queues with these processes as
input streams.

Consider a MMRP/D/1/oo queue with service rate Jl and rates 0 < 1'(1) < '" < r(M)
with r(j) =f:. Jl for all j = 1, ... ,M. Let W(t) denote its buffer content at time t, X t be
its (Markov) modulating process (with intensity matrix Q and equilibrium distribution
1r) and R = diag{r(l), ... , 1·(M)}. To avoid trivialities, assume that x Re < Jl and
1'(1) < Jl < 1'(M). We have the sample path equality,

exp{ -uW(t)}l(Xt = j) =exp{ -uW(O)}l(Xo = j)

+ ( exp{ -uW(s)}l(Xs = j)J(ds)
J]O,t]

- ( exp{ -uW(s-)}l(Xs- = j)J(ds)
JjO,tj

-u fat exp{-uW(s)}l(Xs = j)l(W(s) > 0)(1·(j) - Jl)ds,

where J(.) is the point process of modulator jumps. Assuming equilibrium and taking
expectations,

E [1 exp] -uW(s-)} E l(Xs- = i) % - exp{ -uW(s-)}l(Xs - = j)J(ds)] =
JO,t] if.j q;

= U(1·(j) - Jl)E[l
t

exp{-uW(s)}l(Xs = j)(1-1(W(s) = O))ds],
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and using standard martingale calculus,

WMMRP(U)(QMMRP +U(Il,[ - R MMRP)) = uY(J.lI - RMMRP), (6.1)

where the row vector WMMRP(U) has j-th component E[exp{-uW(O)}l(Xo = j)] and
the row vector y has j-th component E[l(W(O) = O)l(Xo = j)].

The queue length moment generating function of the MMPP/GI/1/oo queue with ser
vice distribution H(.), modulator intensity matrix QMMPP, and rate matrix R MMPP, is
given by, [6, 8],

where

YMMPp(z)(zI - A(z)) = (z -1)yA(z),

A(z) = k+ exp{ (QMMl?P + (z - 1)RMMPP)t}H(dt).

(6.2)

(6.3)

We recall that the matrix A(1) is non-negative and stochastic with left Perron-Frobenius
eigenvector 1l"MMPP, where 1l"MMPpQMMPP = o.

Equations (6.1) and (6.2) look quite similar. We shall attempt the same approach as in
sections 3 and 4, i.e., find a mapping u(z) from [0,1] into R+ so that WMMRP(U(Z)) =

YMMPP(Z). Equating equations (6.1) and (6.2) yields, after some algebra,

ZU(z) [Zu(z) _1]-1
A(z) = -z- --z-I - QMMRP(J.lI - R MMRP) .

Since A(1) is stochastic, it follows that a = limzjl zu(z)/z exists and is positive. Then,

and clearly, 1l"MMRPA (1) = 1l"MMRP so that A(1) admits the unity as an eigenvalue.
However, the associated right eigenvector is a(J.lI - RMMRP)e which, because of the
condition 1'(1) < J.l < 1'(M), is not positive. This constradicts the fact that the matrix
A(1) is stochastic.

Thus, despite the simple relationship between a Markov modulated rate process and a
Markov modulated Poisson process, one cannot mimick the buffer content characteris
tics of the MMRP/D/1/oo queue by the MMPP/GI/1/oo queue.

7. Conclusion

Assume that a moment matching methodology is used to estimate the model parame
ters. Equations (3.5) and (4.2) show that one should expect similar modeling behaviors
from a MMPP model and from a MMRP model. Thus, one could switch either way
from one class of models to the other as need dictates.
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For instance, if the model provided by a MMPP doesn't capture some relevant aspect
of the stochastic system being modeled, there is little hope that the MMRP will do any
better.

On the other hand, one may be in a situation where, for instance, a MMRP provides
an acceptable model of a stochastic system but has computational algorithms that are
more efficient or stable for MMPP models. Then, the results of this paper show that,
in general, one can switch to a MMPP model to study the problem under consideration
and gain computational efficiency and stability.

Finally, even if MMRP processes and MMPP processes exhibit similar behaviors, we
have seen that the buffer content statistics of the MMRP/D/l/oo queue cannot be
reproduced by the MMPP/GI/l/oo queue.

A. Appendix: Markov Chain Martingales

Let X(t) be a Markov chain on {I, ... , M} with intensity matrix Q = (%h9,j$M such
that

00 > qi = -qii ~ L %'
j::/:i

and let v(.) be a mapping from {I, ... , M} into [0,00[. We have, [2, 7, 11]

Lemma A.I Let P(t) = (Pmn(t)h$m,n$M, where,

Then the matrix P(t) is given by,

p(t) = exp{(Q - V)t},

where V = diag{v(l), ... ,v(M)}.

Proof: (Sketch)

For 1 :S i,j :S M, let,

}ij(t) = l(Xo = i)l(Xt = j)e- J:v(Xs)ds,

Zij(t) = E[}ij(t)] and Zi(t) = (Zij(t)) .
l$j$M
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Let A be the point process of jumps of X. Taking expectations in the sample path
equality,

yields,

Zij(O) + E[l(Xo = i) [ e- fo'- V(Xx)dX(L: ux.. = k)l(Xs = j)-
ijo,tj kf.j

-l(Xs- = j))A(ds)] - v(j) it Zij(s)ds

Zij(O) +E[l(Xo = i) [t e" f;V(Xx)dX(L: l(Xs = k)qkj -l(Xs = j)qj)ds]
io kf.j

-v(j) it Zij(s)ds

Zij(O) + r L:Zik(S)qkjds - v(j) t' Zij(s)ds.io k io

In vector form,

which implies,

In particular,

and hence,

which proves the result.

•
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